In Duino in 1913, as Rainer Maria Rilke was beginning work on his elegies and finishing The Notebooks of Male Laurids Brigge, he underwent a singular experience. A composition describing the experience was inscribed within his diary a year later, in early 1914, and made public still later, in 1919. The protagonist of this tale, several pages long, told in the third person (the tension between the work’s smallness and the narrative breadth and mythic scope suggested by the term “tale” is here deliberate) yields to the strange temptation, during his customary stroll with a book, to lean “into the more or less shoulder-high fork of a […] tree.”

And in this position he immediately felt himself so pleasurably supported and so deeply soothed that he remained as he was, without reading, completely absorbed into Nature, in a nearly unconscious contemplation. (…) it was as if almost unnoticeable pulsations were passing into him from the inside of the tree; he explained this to himself quite easily by supposing than an otherwise invisible wind, perhaps blowing down the slope to the ground, was making itself felt in the wood, though he had to acknowledge that the trunk seemed too thick to be moved so forcibly by such a mild breeze. What concerned him, however, was not to pass any kind of judgment; rather, he was more and more surprised, indeed astonished, by the effect of this pulsation which kept ceaselessly passing over into him; it seemed to him that he had never been filled by more delicate movements; his body was being treated, so to speak, like a soul, and made capable of absorbing a degree of influence which, in the usual distinctness of physical conditions, wouldn’t really have been sensed at all. (…) Nevertheless, concerned as he always was to account for precisely the subtlest impressions, he asked himself insistently what was happening to him, and almost immediately found an expression that satisfied him as he said it aloud: he had passed over to the other side of Nature. As happens sometimes in a dream, this phrase now gave him joy, and he considered it almost completely apt.¹

The year 1913 and its margins represent, as Piotr Szarota’s recently published, fascinating book on Vienna in the period has shown,² a unique juncture in European history, and, more specifically, the crest of the wave of modernist cultural transformations. Rilke’s intimate observation may be recognized as no less significant in defining the then-receding generation and the literature of the post-World War I era than Hugo von Hofmannsthal’s “The Let-
The experience in the title of Rilke’s work is not so much an epiphany itself, as the ability to tell about it, a satisfaction. The experience, as Lisi describes it, is the effort to deal with the situation of existential and communicative anxiety resulting from the crisis of naming things and phenomena described by Hofmannsthal in “The Letter.” Lisi, in interpreting the latter work, unequivocally opposes the emphasis (placed by, among others, Sheppard) on the part devoted to the inadequacy of operative semiotic codes, drawing readers’ attention instead to the closing sections of the work, in which a hope is expressed for the possibility of learning a language, of which the author of the titular letter knows not yet a word, but one “used by the dumbest of things in speaking with [him]” and in which “perhaps, [he] will someday be called to account for [himself] from [his grave] before an unknown judge.” A positive alternative to the critique of modernity contained in the Hofmannsthal text discussed by Lisi (MM 219) is also found in Rilke’s text and in the other texts interpreted in Lisi’s book, by Ibsen, Henry James, and Joyce. The protagonist of “An Experience,” having encountered the “other side of nature” and able to tell about it is a poet who affirms the possibility of transcendence and simultaneously of expression. These possibilities are connected with relinquishing the logical categories of what is known and defined by rational thought and the willingness to embrace what is non-human, that with which man appears to communicate in his dreams.

In Lisi’s scholarly project, his analysis of the transformation of man’s image at the end (or at least the turning) of centuries focuses on the revaluation of values in the literature of Modernism the revelation of their attainability through the acceptance of new ways (though these, according to Lisi, were actually found in textual interpretation throughout the ages) of modeling the world thanks to innovative aesthetic principles. Lisi departs from the concept, central for scholars of modernism, of “autonomy,” equally important for those who consider it the key to modernist aesthetics (as a concrete artistic practice) and those who meet the notion with opposition and promote the principle of fragmentation proper to avant-garde tendencies that negate autonomy as such. Lisi suggests that since the artistic reaction to the transformations of modern reality takes place along these two lines (of autonomy and fragmentation), as long as no one has admitted that they encompass all the possibilities for describing artistic developments of the period, we can expect delineation of other aesthetic structures that do not fit into the above taxonomy to be possible and should find it desirable. These structures do, as Lisi shows, reveal a great deal about the world of humanity:

If we define the aesthetic organization of text-immmanent elements […] as the artistic enactment or representation of fundamental forms of knowledge and experience, and thereby of the fundamental conditions for our being in the world, then an examination of the philosophical origin of our aesthetic categories
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4 L.F. Lisi, Marginal Modernity. The Aesthetics of Dependency from Kierkegaard to Joyce, New York 2013, p. 6. Further quotations from this volume refer to it by the abbreviation “MM,” followed by the page number, in brackets.
5 Modernism, when capitalized by Lisi, refers to the entire period from the mid-19th century until after the Second World War. He distinguishes this from modernism written lower-case, by which he means the literary current marked by certain artistic features. These features distinguish modernism from realism and bring it closer to the avant-garde. What distinguishes modernism from the avant-garde are certain principles concerning the structure of the artistic text which modernism shares to some extent with realism (the organic structure of the work of art). See MM, pp. 4-6.
serves to elucidate the conceptions of experience and knowledge that these contain. [MM 8]

Lisi’s own “aesthetics of dependency,” proposed as a rival contender with these two most popular models, is drawn from the “margins” of European Modernism to which the title of his book also refers. Lisi looks to the philosophy of Kierkegaard and the oeuvre of Ibsen for the sources of a new artistic practice, within which we find organized typically Modernist “technical devices (anti-mimesis, semiotic ambiguity, fragmentation, etc.)” as well as “conceptual and thematic preoccupations (epistemological skepticism, crisis of modernity, relativity of values, subjectivity, modern urbanization, politics, etc.)” [MM 6]. That list of concepts demonstrates the cohesion between the experience recorded in the texts of Kierkegaard and Ibsen, on the one hand, and other modernist works, on the other, enabling Lisi to state in aesthetic terms the distinct quality of the modernist quest in its Scandinavian version. Lisi finds that “the cultural setting of Scandinavia provided a particularly apt context for the development and dissemination of this aesthetic form” [MM 271]. The exhaustion of the idealist paradigm that, linked by Johan Ludvig Heiberg with a particular political and social structure, became the object of criticism from Scandinavian authors in the late 1860s and early 1870s (as Lisi shows when he interprets Ibsen’s Peer Gynt and cites the importance of Georg Brandes’s printed lectures), which in turn created the field for a new way of mediating and organizing the artistic reaction to the experience of the modern world. They turned out, in Lisi’s view, to be so attractive that the authors whom he considers the central figures of modernist discourse gravitated toward their use.

Located in between the aesthetics of modernism and the aesthetics of the avant-garde, the aesthetics of dependency like the aesthetics of the avant-garde, it presents the work’s constitutive parts as ultimately irreconcilable, but like the aesthetics of autonomy, it insists that these parts must nevertheless be purposefully related. [MM 6]

Consequently, “mediation without unification” must take place, an operation that becomes possible, Lisi asserts, through the formulation “the principle according to which the work must be organized in terms incompatible with that work’s own representational and thematic structures” [MM 6]. This concept is taken directly from the writings of Kierkegaard, primarily from The Sickness unto Death. The definition of personality developed in that work becomes for Lisi a model for intratextual relationships in works more or less directly referencing the works of the Danish philosopher. In his reflections on despair, Kierkegaard writes that “[t]he self is a relation that relates itself to itself or is the relation’s relating itself to itself in the relation; the self is not the relation but is that the relation relates itself to itself.” The relation that takes place between different levels of the self must lead to a synthesis; this will not occur, however, unless a decisive condition is met. “The self,” Kierkegaard continues, “is the conscious synthesis of infinitude and finitude that relates itself to itself, whose task is to become itself, which can be done only through the relationship to God.” Quoting this last fragment, Lisi underscores:

The various phenomenological distinctions between different kinds of selves that Kierkegaard maps in The Sickness unto Death ultimately depend on the differing relations to this fourth term, which stands outside and apart from the other three as their ground and possibility. [MM 43]

The principle of the aesthetics of dependency thus makes making the purposeful relation of its parts depend on an interpretative perspective not coextensive with the logic of those parts themselves. The aesthetics of dependency in this way both provides a specific standard of measurement for how the work must be unified and prevents that unity from occurring by figuring it as wholly other to the structures at hand. [MM 6]


8 The Sickness unto Death, pp. 29-30. Quoted in Lisi, MM, p. 43.
Adroitly maneuvering between the modernist ambition toward unity and totality in a work and the crisis of that dream shown by the particularism of early twentieth century avant-garde currents, Lisi proclaims himself in favor of the artistic dream of fulfillment, the ambition of so many writers mentioned in his book; together with Kierkegaard, the scholar seeks formulas for a dynamic relationship that would give the fullest expression to the specific substance of idealism and rescue the belief in a transcendent order of things that endows life with meaning – even if it is to be merely an order of aesthetic things (and furthermore, an entirely new order).

The philosophical foundations of Lisi’s book are remarkably intriguing; deftly handling the category of experience and reminding readers of the importance of aesthetics as a form of human reflection (before it was replaced by theory in the twentieth century), he builds a matrix of dependency where the subject can find alleviation for the anxieties of modernity in practices aimed at opening a perspective that would enable us somehow to reconcile the contradictory currents of modern life, in which, as Marx stated in 1856 and Marshall Berman reiterated in the early 1980s, “everything is pregnant with its contrary.” One tendency that we number among the forms of reaction to this modernist anxiety was decadence, firmly set on a foundation of epistemological skepticism (also marked by Lisi as one of the foremost problems of the modernist era). The vexing status of knowledge at the end of the nineteenth century, Lisi writes, could elicit extremely varied reactions. As in the case of skepticism, the organizing principle of the aesthetics of dependency abstracts from the conditions operative in normal interactions with the world [...]. But unlike skepticism, the aesthetics of dependency does not conclude from this negation of the grounds of human knowledge that all knowledge is impossible and that we can never know anything at all (or that all knowledge is equally valid). Rather, in the absence of a ground of knowledge coextensive with and immanent to the normal organizations of the world, the aesthetics of dependency posits a ground that is transcendent and absolute. Akin to Kierkegaard’s redefinition of the nature of truth and experience as a process of appropriation, it is in the striving toward such a determinate, if absent, standard of meaning that knowledge properly consists. [MM 162]

Two earlier works that underscored the importance of Scandinavian authors and their works for the development of modernism are significant touchstones for Lisi: Toril Moi’s *Henrik Ibsen and the Birth of Modernism*, published in 2006, and Arnold Weinstein’s *Northern Arts*, released two years later. The former volume in particular is crucial, from Lisi’s perspective, because its author “seeks to rethink the nature of Modernist aesthetics more generally” [MM 10] through her analysis of Ibsen’s oeuvre.¹⁰

Moi, whose book brought Ibsen’s work back into the modernist canon, proposes a program which clashes with Lisi’s interpretation, though he has not clearly stated the fact. What the author of *Marginal Modernity* calls “aspects of idealist aesthetics […] very different from those studied here,” emphasized in Moi’s reading of Ibsen [MM 10-11], in fact represent a completely distinct vision of the reception of Ibsen’s work. Moi’s highly provocative study lifts the bar for all subsequent attempts to examine Scandinavian modernism, inasmuch as her ambition is not to build an entirely new model of modernist aesthetics (as Lisi wishes to do). Moi’s work confines itself to advancing Ibsen into a slightly reformed modernist canon, in accordance with most of the principles that constitute that canon. Her project involves revealing Modernism to be an attempt at a rupture not so much with Romanticism (a claim she finds easily falsifiable), but with idealism (in both its Romantic and moralistic meanings). Moi is skeptical towards the argument made by Frode Helland, in her view a typical spokesperson for Jamesonian reconstruction of the “ideology of modernism,” claiming that Ibsen believed in the autonomy of the work of art in an orthodox modernist sense and inclined

to believe Ibsen when he downplays the affinity between his works and Kierkegaard’s thought.

Ibsen, in defending his intellectual and artistic independence, can in fact function as the hero in both of these literary-historical narratives. Moi and Lisi are both equally qualified to expand the horizon of nineteenth-century Europe in a northerly direction, and the reader need not choose a single path, though he must be aware of which Ibsen to choose. For alongside the old, rejected Ibsen whom both scholars seek to recontextualize within modernism, their analyses also open our eyes to different versions of his oeuvre, though these are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Those readers who choose Moi’s Ibsen will no doubt have an easier time reconciling him with the program of modernist rebellion of the fin de siècle in the 1890s, thereby also fortifying the nineteenth century’s beachheads of modernity; those who follow Lisi’s tracks will get a chance to discover new interpretative perspectives by tracing the reception of Kierkegaard, Brandes, and Ibsen, and to begin reconstructing the literature of that time in terms of its Northern inspirations (when it comes to Poland, we do so in defiance of Przybyszewski, who swore that he had taken nothing from the Scandinavians).

The place where the reader’s choice plays out between the two conceptions of Scandinavia’s entry into modernism is the fragile boundary between stage and audience, used by Moi in her book to show how irretrievably submerged in their world Ibsen’s characters are. This represents a weighty element in the essential polemic of Lisi’s book with Moi, so I will first quote Moi before returning to Lisi’s argument:

I once saw a production of The Wild Duck that took place in a ballroom where the chairs were distributed in two rows along the walls. I was seated in the front row, so close that I could easily have touched the actors. After the intermission, the actor playing Gregers Werle came on stage with a long white thread stuck to the back of his dark jacket. The thread was distracting, and the temptation to stretch out my hand and take it off was immense. Yet I didn’t. I simply could not do it, and the thread stayed where it was.11

In writing that she “could not,” Moi invokes the interpretative principles of Stanley Cavell, whose reading of King Lear defines the theater as the art of the boundary, declaring that the character is not and cannot be conscious of the presence of any audience members.12 The essence of theatrical space is revealed in the existential drama of Julian, the protagonist of Emperor and Galilean, a creature incapable of creating a community and condemned to a separate, lonely, ridiculous existence...

Moi’s interpretation of Emperor and Galilean depends on upholding barriers between audience and actors, to the same extent that Lisi’s reading of A Doll House, is dependent on breaking the fourth wall and revealing the moment in which the spectator becomes equally a chosen character in the world of the play. Moi tells of modernist diagnoses present in what she finds to be Ibsen’s key work; he attempts to reconstruct Ibsen’s plays by redefining the ontological status of the characters and the audience. Lisi starts with the controversial ending of A Doll House, which already in Ibsen’s time led to Arthur Jones’s 1884 restaging and Henry Herman’s Breaking a Butterfly with the ending changed. Lisi argues persuasively that the impulse to change the plot results from a lack of motivation (in the context of social relations among members of the nineteenth-century bourgeoisie) for Nora’s dramatic decision. That decision is, rather, justified at other levels of the text.

Lisi creates a special kind of map, using potential levels of dependency, of the understanding between the characters and the audience watching them – including the audience within the play: Torwald and Miss Linde, watching Nora dance, make a peculiar audience for her performance, as well as the audience external to the represented world: the theater spectator’s observation of the actor portraying the dancing Nora during her dance and in the final act, when according to Lisi, she ostentatiously changes her dress to an ordinary one, resigning from her role as a creature whose task is to provide aesthetic satisfaction for her husband. While, as Lisi builds up towards saying, the differences between Miss Linde, Torwald, and Doctor Rank can exist in terms of the semasiological log-

12 Ibid., p. 206.
ic typical for the “well-made play” and the logic of a world in which the past motivates characters’ actions,

Nora’s final perspective [...] cannot be derived from these, does not find its semiotic motivation from their terms, and thus remains inherently other to them. In Ibsen’s text, this is not so much to say that through Nora we come to know a nonhuman form of life (as would be the case for Kierkegaard) but that the notion of humanity is radically revised. [...] The aesthetic function of Nora’s departure is thus to give us the experience of what it means to be confronted with a condition for the ways in which we mean and determine the world different from our own [...]. [MM 154-155]

In this interpretation, Ibsen generates an effect of Nora’s total otherness, a fact of which Lisi is aware, and one of great importance to him:

first, by instituting a radical rupture with the conditions that govern the construction of semantic space before her final departure and, second, by placing us in continuity with those conditions in withholding the principle for her use of language and making us spectators of her departure along with Torvald. [MM 156]

By suggesting the metatheatrical effect of this ending, in which the inadequacy of representative models of the “well-made play” and back-story as characters’ motivation is revealed, Lisi suggests that those are imperfect formulas because they are unable to capture what Nora becomes at the end, the new measure of humanity, which in this new perspective becomes precisely the need expressed in the line “I must try to become a human being.”13 The Kierkegaardian expression and the drive toward transcendence that Lisi here invokes impressively punctuate his reflections on the meaning of “the most wonderful thing.”14

The concept of magic, invoked by Lisi in order to end part one of his study on a spectacular note, allows us to have a little fun by taking him at his word. The transformation Lisi describes in his analysis of the final scene of A Doll’s House involves nothing other than the reading method that he proposes to apply to important works of Modernism in part two: James’s Wings of a Dove, von Hofmannsthal’s “Letter,” Joyce’s “The Dead,” and Rilke’s Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge. The essence of these readings consists of discovering two semiotic orders within the work that finally become harmonized by means of an attempt to look at events and the manner of their presentation from the outside, free of the limitations to which the characters find themselves condemned (as well as readers who trustingly follow familiar conventions and are ill-prepared to cope when the action develops differently from the formulas they know from previous texts).

It would be difficult to defend the thesis that Søren Kierkegaard drew up the program for European modernism. There is no doubt, however, that his perception of the relationship between the human being and the absolute gnawed at the European consciousness of that era and combined with the Romantic sensibility of awe before the Other could have inspired and did inspire people to search for meaning outside the work itself. Lisi’s goal of showing the connections between the modernists
who figure in his book and Kierkegaard’s writings by documenting the reception of those works may be read, we conclude, less as an instance of scholarly rigor than as an effort to stem the flow of interpretative freedom that, based on a belief in interpretative possibilities concealed within a work that vary from the authorial intention, de facto allows any meaning whatsoever to be freely conferred upon the work. Lisi wants the current of modernist aesthetics he is reconstructing to retain the memory of its source and he attempts this even when he finds little direct evidence of reception (as in the case of Hofmannsthal), or when, unable to document Kierkegaard’s influence, he emphasizes writers’ fascination with Ibsen (in the cases of James and Joyce); the Scandinavian periphery expand through this desire to designate observed influence in this area crucial to Modernism, which may well result in whetting scholars’ appetites to explore other provinces in modern literature’s kingdom and redefining their importance in the annals of literary history. Reversing previous vectors of influence (which Lisi is engaged in when he polemicizes with the theses put forth in Pascal Casanova’s book *The World Republic of Letters*) and demonstrating the falsity of the assumption that only the mighty center can exert influence on the periphery and that reverse processes are unheard-of and impossible, renders the map of modernist Europe suddenly much more intriguing (at least potentially) than it was before.

Lisi in *Marginal Modernity* seeks out examples of this reverse direction of influence (for instance, in his consideration of the significance of James’s criticism in the discussion of the “scandalous” early twentieth-century London productions of Ibsen, or in his analysis of the Scandinavian heritage’s penetration of Rilke’s work). In decisively demonstrating the threads of Kierkegaard and Ibsen’s reception, Lisi is not proving the reception of an aesthetic model developed on the strength of a structure of identity; he is, however, showing its undoubted incompatibility with leading modernist thought currents about non-human perspectives on human struggles with the existing world. That means that the experience of transformation that Kate decrees at the end of *The Wings of a Dove*, the hope for a new language expressed by Hofmannsthal’s Chandos letter, or Gabriel’s thoughts as he looks at the falling snow in *The Dead*, underpinned by Kierkegaard’s metaphysical exploration or the techniques for unmasking nineteenth-century social dysfunction that we find in Ibsen’s dramas, complete our understanding of the multi-layered nature of Modernism, whose consistent ambition is to move outside the structures of circumstance and the breathless longing to be something more than creatures defined by contemporary social attitudes. From the Polish perspective, such an attempt to magnify our vision of European culture by examining the Scandinavian contribution sets a powerful precedent. It allows us to think a bit more ambitiously about the European significance of Polish works of the 1880s and ’90s and also those from the dawn of the twentieth century; it forces us to consider what aesthetic models have germinated in Poland’s finally no less specific cultural climate, as well as whether and by what avenues they may have reached the cultural centers of modernism.

Here, it is worth taking another look at Rilke and his “Ex-perience.” Considering that the narrative of Lisi’s book closes not with Joyce (who is mentioned in the title), but precisely Rainer Maria Rilke, whose *Malte Laurids Brigge* is the last modernist work to be analyzed, we may observe, referring once again to that short prose work quoted at the beginning, that the way its protagonist feels “within him the gentle presence of the stars” and a “sweet flavour […] added to […] existence”\(^{15}\) belongs to the repertoire of affect shared with other sensitive souls of that tumultuous time. The sense of plenitude announced in that work is the same phenomenon traced by Lisi in *Malte Laurids Brigge*. The dialogue between the two texts, placed in proximity to each other by their dates of origin, appears to confirm that possibility of coherence in the world where nothing had been perceived as lasting, where nothing definite could be experienced or grasped in words… This feeling of unity with creation is, in Rilke’s work, the result of solitude perceived positively, in this context deserving to be called independence or freedom:

> A gentle something separated him from his fellows by a pure, almost apparent, intermediate space,

The aesthetics of dependency does not heal the individual’s relationship with society, nor indeed, in light of this passage, should it. Expanding the spectrum of aesthetic reactions within the modernist corpus, Lisi follows his protagonists in allowing us to perceive what Rilke also noticed about isolation – the potential to discover the meaning accessible to an individual who transgresses barriers of accepted convention (social, communicative, philosophical) and activates new areas of self-exploration. Although, as Kierkegaard wrote in his diary: “[i]t is dangerous to cut oneself off too much, withdraw from the bonds of society,” the peculiar aspect of modernity (in its Scandinavian as in every other regional iteration) enables us to see that the permissible degree of separation is a value open to negotiation; useful and desirable at those moments when in rare communion with nature, with a book under his or her arm, one tries to find the source of that strange trepidation that rises in the trunk of the tree of knowledge that grows in solitude. Lisi’s book, in many places challenging to the existing order of things and in some places inspiring in its blasphemy, presents an important lesson in the historical method, too often ignored in recent times, of textual interpretation and cross-sectional thought. Lisi introduces a theoretical model from texts written over a century ago and thereby reminds us that modification of petrified concepts of historical transformation spells hope for catching a glimpse of important and previously ignored elements within wholes we know only superficially.
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**Abstract:**

The topic of this review, Leonard F. Lisi’s book Marginal Modernity. The Aesthetics of Dependency from Kierkegaard to Joyce, is an ambitious attempt to reconstruct the cartography practiced by scholars of European modernism. Examining the northern periphery of the continent, Lisi tries to show how an aesthetics of dependency, formulated within the philosophy of Søren Kierkegaard, was disseminated in Western literature, chiefly through the reception of Henrik Ibsen’s plays, influencing the perception of art, humanity, and our place in the world in the works of such artists as Henry James, Hugo von Hofmannsthal, and Rainer Maria Rilke.
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